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Structure determination byStructure determination by
single particle EMsingle particle EM

SampleSample

EM specimenEM specimen

Set of 2D imagesSet of 2D images

Initial 3D modelInitial 3D model

Refined 3D modelRefined 3D model

Specimen preparationSpecimen preparation
–– Negative stainingNegative staining
–– CryoCryo--negative stainingnegative staining
–– VitrificationVitrification

Data collectionData collection
–– Images of Images of untilted untilted samplessamples
–– Tilt pairsTilt pairs
–– Tilt seriesTilt series

3D reconstruction3D reconstruction
–– Random conical tiltRandom conical tilt
–– Ab initio Ab initio angle assignmentangle assignment
–– Tomographic Tomographic reconstructionreconstruction

RefinementRefinement Refinement ofRefinement of orientation parameters,orientation parameters,
magnificationmagnification, and CTF parameters, and CTF parameters

VerificationVerification
Angular distributionAngular distribution
Comparison with 2D data setComparison with 2D data set
Comparison withComparison with known structuresknown structures



SampleSample

Images that are used for a 3D reconstructionImages that are used for a 3D reconstruction
have to be of identical molecules !have to be of identical molecules !

Sample can be heterogeneousSample can be heterogeneous
even ifeven if it is it is biochemically biochemically homogeneoushomogeneous

–– conformational heterogeneityconformational heterogeneity
–– unstable complexesunstable complexes

Before attempting any 3D reconstruction:Before attempting any 3D reconstruction:
Understand your sample !Understand your sample !



We always prepare negatively stained specimens firstWe always prepare negatively stained specimens first
good contrast & often preferred orientationsgood contrast & often preferred orientations
(depends somewhat on preparation method)(depends somewhat on preparation method)

We always calculate class averagesWe always calculate class averages (0(0°° images)images)
different averages = different conformationsdifferent averages = different conformations

(but can also be different orientations)(but can also be different orientations)

We usually calculate 3D reconstructions (RCT)We usually calculate 3D reconstructions (RCT)
different 3D maps = different conformationsdifferent 3D maps = different conformations

(but can also be deformations)(but can also be deformations)

SampleSample



Sample Sample -- Negative stainingNegative staining

Need to record imagesNeed to record images
of tilted specimens of tilted specimens 

Particles adopt preferred orientationsParticles adopt preferred orientations
on the continuous carbon film !on the continuous carbon film !

Many preparation artifacts Many preparation artifacts (incomplete stain embedding,(incomplete stain embedding,
adsorption deformations, specimen flattening upon drying)adsorption deformations, specimen flattening upon drying)

Limitation of the resolution to about 20 Limitation of the resolution to about 20 ÅÅ

BUTBUT:: Very useful for  Very useful for  
heterogeneous samplesheterogeneous samples

3D reconstruction by3D reconstruction by RCTRCT
is very reliableis very reliable



Radermacher Radermacher et alet al. (1987). (1987)

TiltaxisTiltaxis

Random conical tilt reconstructionRandom conical tilt reconstruction



3D reconstruction
of specimen

BACKPROJECTION

specimen
at different
tilt angles

Different projection views

IMAGING

ASSIGN ORIENTATIONAL
PARAMETERS x, y and Φ

Random conical tilt reconstructionRandom conical tilt reconstruction
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RCT RCT –– AMPA receptorAMPA receptor
Heterogeneity due to different conformationsHeterogeneity due to different conformations



Heterogeneity due to different conformationsHeterogeneity due to different conformations

RCT RCT –– AMPA receptorAMPA receptor



Heterogeneity due to different conformationsHeterogeneity due to different conformations

RCT RCT –– AMPA receptorAMPA receptor



RCT RCT -- Sec23/Sec24 complexSec23/Sec24 complex

00°° tilttilt 6060°° tilttilt

Heterogeneity due to different orientationsHeterogeneity due to different orientations
Negligible deformationsNegligible deformations



Bi Bi et al.et al., 2002, 2002LederkremerLederkremer et al.et al., 2001, 2001

Heterogeneity due to different orientationsHeterogeneity due to different orientations

RCT RCT -- Sec23/Sec24 complexSec23/Sec24 complex



RCT RCT -- TfTf--TfRTfR complexcomplex
Heterogeneity due to different orientationsHeterogeneity due to different orientations
Severe deformationsSevere deformations

Face viewFace view Top viewTop view



Face view

Top view

Conventional negative stainingConventional negative staining

RCT RCT -- TfTf--TfRTfR complexcomplex
Heterogeneity due to different orientationsHeterogeneity due to different orientations
Severe deformationsSevere deformations



CryoCryo--negative stainingnegative staining

Addition of glycerolAddition of glycerol
minimizes adsorption artifactsminimizes adsorption artifacts
prevents specimen flatteningprevents specimen flattening

serves as serves as cryocryo--protectantprotectant

Carbon sandwichCarbon sandwich
reduces incomplete stain embeddingreduces incomplete stain embedding

FreezingFreezing
prevents specimen flatteningprevents specimen flattening



Conventional negative stainingConventional negative staining

00°° tilttilt

6060°° tilttilt

CryoCryo--negative stainingnegative staining

00°° tilttilt

6060°° tilttilt

RCT RCT -- TfTf--TfRTfR complexcomplex
Heterogeneity due to different orientationsHeterogeneity due to different orientations
Severe deformationsSevere deformations



Face view

Top view

CryoCryo--negative stainingnegative staining

RCT RCT -- TfTf--TfRTfR complexcomplex
Heterogeneity due to different orientationsHeterogeneity due to different orientations
Severe deformationsSevere deformations
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5 parameters5 parameters
to determineto determine

Single particles in iceSingle particles in ice



Angular reconstitution (Angular reconstitution (ImagicImagic))

SeryshevaSerysheva et al.et al., 1995, 1995

2. add in further projections and keep2. add in further projections and keep
refiningrefining

1. chose 3 projection images that are1. chose 3 projection images that are
perpendicular views of the particleperpendicular views of the particle
(anchor set)(anchor set)

van Heel, 1987van Heel, 1987



SeryshevaSerysheva et al.et al., 1995, 1995

Angular reconstitution Angular reconstitution -- RyanodineRyanodine receptorreceptor



Angular reconstitution Angular reconstitution -- TfTf--TfRTfR complexcomplex

Vitrified iceVitrified ice



Angular reconstitution Angular reconstitution -- TfTf--TfRTfR complexcomplex

Angular reconstitution

Atomic model



Angular reconstitution (IMAGIC)Angular reconstitution (IMAGIC)

Angular reconstitution is best for:Angular reconstitution is best for:
large specimens with symmetry,large specimens with symmetry,

and availableand available structural informationstructural information
(can be obtained from(can be obtained from

random conical tilt)random conical tilt)

Structure depends critically on the anchor setStructure depends critically on the anchor set
(these should ideally be 3 perpendicular views,(these should ideally be 3 perpendicular views,

which is hard to know with an unknown moleculewhich is hard to know with an unknown molecule))

Structure also depends on the order in whichStructure also depends on the order in which
additional projections are includedadditional projections are included



OP command (SPIDER)OP command (SPIDER)

A commonA common--lines based method for determining orientationslines based method for determining orientations
for for NN > 3 particle projections simultaneously > 3 particle projections simultaneously 

Penczek Penczek et al.et al., 1996, 1996

Applied to 70S ribosome from Applied to 70S ribosome from E. coliE. coli

(instead of(instead of trying to determine the Eulertrying to determine the Euler angles based on pairangles based on pair--wise wise 
angles of common lines in the projectionsangles of common lines in the projections’’ planes, one assumes that planes, one assumes that 
rotation matrices are known, finds set of angles of common linesrotation matrices are known, finds set of angles of common lines and and 

computes the overall discrepancy along these lines)computes the overall discrepancy along these lines)

Essentially the opposite of standard common lines approachEssentially the opposite of standard common lines approach



OP command OP command -- TfTf--TfRTfR complexcomplex

OP reconstructionsOP reconstructions

OP reconstruction (33 classes)

OP reconstruction (160 classes)

Atomic model



3D reconstruction in EMAN3D reconstruction in EMAN

Also uses a setAlso uses a set of projectionsof projections
to generate an initial modelto generate an initial model



Baumeister
et al. (1999)

Electron Electron tomographictomographic reconstructionreconstruction

± 90°
2° steps

± 60°
2° steps

± 90°
5° steps

± 60°
5° steps



Electron tomography Electron tomography -- ClathrinClathrin--coated vesiclescoated vesicles

QuickTime™ and a
Cinepak decompressor

are needed to see this picture.



Electron tomographyElectron tomography -- ClathrinClathrin--coated coated vesiclesvesicles



Model refinementModel refinement -- TfTf--TfR TfR complexcomplex

Angular reconstitution

Atomic model

Refined density map (FREALIGN)



Reference model (face view in cryo-negative stain)

Atomic model
filtered to 40 Å

Alignment of
500 class
averages

Model refinementModel refinement -- TfTf--TfR TfR complexcomplex



Model refinement Model refinement -- TfTf--TfR TfR complexcomplex

Reference model (top view in cryo-negative stain)

Atomic model
filtered to 40 Å

Alignment of
500 class
averages



Model refinement Model refinement -- TfTf--TfR TfR complexcomplex

Reference model (face view in conventional negative stain)

Atomic model
filtered to 40 Å

Alignment of
500 class
averages



Model refinement Model refinement -- APCAPC

Anaphase promotingAnaphase promoting
complex (complex (S. S. pombepombe))

in negative stainin negative stain



RCT reconstruction
in negative stain

Reconstruction
with vitrified ice data
using CNS RCT
as reference model

RCT reconstruction
in cryo-negative stain

Model refinement Model refinement -- APCAPC



RCT reconstruction
in negative stain

Reconstruction
by aligning ice data
to RCT map in
cryo-negative stain

Reconstruction
by aligning raw
images to RCT
map in negative stain

Reconstruction
by aligning class
averages to RCT
map in negative stain

Model refinement Model refinement -- APCAPC



Model verification Model verification -- APCAPC



3D variance map
Penczek et al., 2006

Reconstruction
of vitrified ice data
using CNS RCT
as reference model

Reconstruction
of vitrified ice data
using OP command

Model verification Model verification -- APCAPC



Clathrin Clathrin cages in vitrified icecages in vitrified ice

Model verification Model verification -- Clathrin Clathrin cagescages



700 Å

Model verification Model verification -- Clathrin Clathrin cagescages



Model verification Model verification -- Clathrin Clathrin cagescages

EMX-ray



mGluR1mGluR1
Kunishima Kunishima et al. 2000et al. 2000

(K.(K. MorikawaMorikawa))

KcsAKcsA
Doyle et al. 1998Doyle et al. 1998
(R. MacKinnon)(R. MacKinnon)

GluR2GluR2
Armstrong et al. 2000Armstrong et al. 2000

(E.(E. GouauxGouaux))

Model verification Model verification -- AMPA receptorAMPA receptor



Model verification Model verification -- AMPA receptorAMPA receptor



Model verification Model verification -- AMPA receptorAMPA receptor



5 nm

9090˚̊ 9090˚̊ 9090˚̊

5 nm

9090˚̊ 9090˚̊ 9090˚̊

S.S. pombepombe Cdc5p complexCdc5p complex

Mammalian C complexMammalian C complex ((Jurica Jurica et al.et al., 2004, 2004))

Model verification Model verification -- SpliceosomeSpliceosome



Model verification Model verification -- SpliceosomeSpliceosome

S.S. pombepombe Cdc5p complex in vitrified iceCdc5p complex in vitrified ice
using cryousing cryo--negative stain negative stain reconstruction as initial modelreconstruction as initial model



Model verification Model verification -- SpliceosomeSpliceosome



ConclusionsConclusions

Never just believe your initial model !Never just believe your initial model !
There is currently no general wayThere is currently no general way
to generate a reliable initial modelto generate a reliable initial model

Calculate random conical tilt reconstructionsCalculate random conical tilt reconstructions
of (cryoof (cryo--))negatively stained  specimens !negatively stained  specimens !

The density map is probably distorted, but it isThe density map is probably distorted, but it is
a good basis to interpret subsequent reconstructionsa good basis to interpret subsequent reconstructions

Use your Use your ““biological intelligencebiological intelligence”” !!
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